### Window Soccer

**RESOURCES:** Soccer ball, 2 cones (for each group of 4 or 6 teams)

**LOCATION:** Gym or Oval

**INSTRUCTIONS:**
- Teams of 2 or 3 players
- Two cones are set up for the goal (window). The distance the cones are apart is up to the teacher and the tighter the cones the less the scoring
- There are no out of bounds except for obvious unsafe areas
- One team scores through the cones one way (i.e. North) while the other team scores through the other (South)
- The teams must only score from their own direction
- Anyone can block the shot, but no one can use their hands
- The play does not stop when a goal is scored and the team can immediately score after the ball goes through the goal
- Goals can only be scored from the knees down
- The goals can be scored fast when everyone is around the goal kicking the ball
- All soccer rules are reinforced, including free kicks.

**VARIATIONS:**
- Make the ‘window’ larger or smaller
- Use uneven teams, i.e. 2 Vs 3
- Add a safety circle around the ‘window’ where no players are allowed to go
- Add a ‘3 step then pass’ rule
- Require both groups to play a zone defence when they don’t have the ball.

**ASSESSMENT IDEAS:**
- Students are successful when they pass the ball around instead of dribbling
- Have students count how many successful passes they make before a shot on goal
- All team members pass two times before a shot on goal.

### Steal the Pegs

**RESOURCES:** 4 cones, 90 clothes pegs

**LOCATION:** Gym or Oval (mark out 30m x 20m)

**INSTRUCTIONS:**
1. Everyone places 3 clothes pegs on their back.
2. On ‘GO’ you try and steal anyone else’s pegs, but you may only take one at a time
3. Stolen pegs are placed on your chest and no-one may steal from a person’s chest
4. After 5 minutes, find out who has how many pegs on front and back
5. Redistribute pegs and start again.